We work in the category Topf of fibrewise pointed topological spaces over B. Let r be a co-Hopf space (which need not be co-associative) in Topf. The /'^-suspension space r B X and the r^-loop space P\X of a fibrewise pointed space X over B are defined as generalization of the usual suspension space Ji A" and the loop space QX respectively, /^-suspension spaces and /""s-loop spaces have some properties similar to those of the usual suspension spaces and loop spaces. This is an example of Eckmann-Hilton duality. In this paper, decomposition theorems of /"^-suspension space r B X and Ts-loop space r%X are proved. Short exact sequences of homotopy sets involving /"^-suspension spaces or r#-loop spaces are obtained in the category of algebraic loops.
Introduction
The suspension space IX of a topological space X is defined by IX= S l /\X, the smash product of 1-sphere S 1 and the space X. The loop space of X is QX=map*(S 1 , X), the space of base point preserving continuous maps /: S 1^> X with compact-open topology. Let F be a co-Hopf space in Topf, that is, a fibrewise co-Hopf space over B (cf. James [7, 8] ). For each fibrewise pointed space X over B, we define the F B -suspension space P B X of X by F B X=r/\ B X and the F B -loop space F$X of X by F%X=ma.p%(F, X}. If B-^-and F=S 1 , then the /Vsuspension space F B X is the usual suspension space IX and the F B -loop space F B X is the usual loop space QX. If F=I=BxS 1 of Topi, then F B X^I B X, the reduced fibrewise suspension space of X and F^X-Q B X, the fibrewise loop space of X. (We remark that James [7, 8] uses the symbols I B X and Q B X for reduced fibrewise suspension space and fibrewise loop space respectively. But we use our abbreviated symbols in this paper for simplicity, since we work only in the category Topi of fibrewise pointed topological spaces over B.)
The purpose of this paper is to extend some of the familiar results on the usual suspension spaces and loop spaces to /Vsuspension spaces and F B -loop spaces in Topf .
In § 1 we review some definitions in Topi and prove fundamental results on decompositions of co-Hopf spaces and Hopf spaces in Top|. Hilton We also prove the dual result of the above theorem. In § 2 we study F Bsuspension space for any fibrewise co-looplike space F over B. By Theorem 1.1 above we have, for example, the following result (Theorem 2.1(2)); Let S be a set with a binary operation -\-(not necessarily commutative nor associative here). We call 5 an algebraic loop if 5 has two-sided identity (denoted by 0) and for any elements a, b of S, the equations 
-\-d'=c. Since a is a homomorphism and R is an algebraic loop, we have a(d)-a(d f )-^. Then there exist elements a, a'eS such that t(a)-d and r(a')=d' '. Thus we have shown that if a(b)=a(c} t then there exist a, a' such that r(a)
J rb-c and b-j-r(a')-£• Especially, if 5=0 then a is a monomorphism.
By the above argument, we can use the terminology "long exact sequence" and "short exact sequence" in the category of algebraic loops and homomorphisms. (cf. § 1.3 of Zabrodsky [14] ).
A co-Hopf space A in Topi or a fibrewise co-Hopf space A over B is a space with a fibrewise co-multiplication OiA-^AVsA, that is, the relation (1) There is a short exact sequence
of algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space Z in Topf.
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition (It does not preserve fibrewise co-Hopf structure in general.)
Proof.
(1) Consider a fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence
. Since there exists a fibrewise pointed homotopy retraction r:X-*A such that r°i~Bl A and hence also 2 B r°2 B i^Blv BA , we have a short exact sequence of algebraic loops and homomorphisms
for any space Z in Top! by a long fibrewise homotopy exact sequence. Then using the properties of short exact sequence of algebraic loops and homomorphisms, we see that
is an isomorphism of sets for any space Z in Top|. We set Z=X in (2). Then we have a map 77: CVs^4-»X such that f*( 7 )=i 7 .f= i ,l x .
is also an isomorphism for any space Z in Top|. We set Z==CVs^4 in (4) Proof.
(1) Since F-^E-^Z is a fibrewise pointed fibration sequence, we have a long fibrewise pointed fibration sequence
(cf. Crabb and James [2] ). Since p : E->Z has a fibrewise pointed homotopy cross-section s : Z-*E such that p°s^Bl z by our assumption, we have the result by a long fibrewise homotopy exact sequence. In the following sections we assume that each fibrewise pointed topological space has closed section so that we have natural equivalence Let F be a fibrewise co-Hopf space over B with a fibrewise co-multiplication 7: F-*r\/ B r through § §2 and 3. We assume that P is fibrewise locally compact and fibrewise regular so that we have I B F B X= B F B I B X for any space X in Top| (cf. (6.2) of [8]). We do not assume that P is co-associative ^fibre-wise homotopy associative [7, 8] Then /^Z is a fibrewise co-Hopf space with a fibrewise co-multiplication j x for any fibrewise pointed space X over R. We have formulas for any maps a : Y~*Z, ^T-F B X^Y and d : W-X in Topi.
Remark. We assume that F is a fibrewise co-looplike space in many statements in the following discussion. But, the assumption that F is a fibrewise co-looplike space can be replaced by the assumption that each homotopy set [_F B X, F]|(^[Z, r'SF]!) which appears in our discussion is an algebraic loop with the "addition" induced by the fibrewise co-Hopf structure of F B X (or the fibrewise Hopf structure of F^Y , cf. §3). Let, for example, B=*. If F is a co-Hopf space and if F and X have homotopy type of connected CW-complex, then F B X is a co-looplike space by Saito [12] (
1) // A is F B -retractile in X, then there is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition (2) // A is F B -retractile in X and D is F B -retractile in Y ', then there is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition B F B (X/ B A) V B F B A V B F B (Y / B D) V B F B D V B F B {(X/ B A)/\ B (Y/ B D}}V B F B {(X/ B A}/\ B D} V B F B {A/\ B (Y/ B D)}V B F B (A/\ B D).
Proof. We [13] called the map 7 : X-*I B Q B X in Top! a fibrewise coretraction when it satisfies p°r-B^X> He generalized a result of Ganea [3] to the category Top£, i. e. he showed that there is a bijection between fibrewise pointed homotopy classes of fibrewise coretractions X-*2 B Q B X and fibrewise pointed homotopy classes of fibrewise co-Hopf structures X->XV B X (cf. Theorem 1.1 of Ganea [3] ). We use this result in the proof of the following propositions. 
